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A comprehensive, step-by-step guide to designing and managing robust, flexible,  and productive data center facilities Includes step-by-step instructions on  every major decision involved in designing flexible and productive data center  facilities Shows how to maximize infrastructure, avoid downtime, and save  millions by extending data center lifespan Covers strategies for retrofitting an  overburdened data center Addresses common construction errors and includes  design templatesData centers are specialized environments that safeguard a  company's most valuable equipment and intellectual property, housing the devices  that process business transactions, host web sites, store data, maintain  financial records, and route e-mail. A well-planned and effectively managed data  center facility supports these functions and increases company productivity by  providing reliable network availability and faster processing. This book  undertakes all major decisions involved in the design and construction of a data  center facility. It also provides instruction on how to effectively manage a  data center so downtime is minimized, troubleshooting is easier, and the room's  infrastructure is maximized, allowing a company to get more from its financial  investment. Chapters are arranged in the order in which decisions must be made  when planning a data center project. Part I covers physical infrastructure  details: sizing the room, cabinet layout, electrical systems, data cabling,  cooling, and fire suppression system. Part II addresses how to successfully  manage the environment: organizing equipment, labeling, standardization,  operations standards, documentation, and cleaning practices.
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Alternative DNS Servers: Choice and Deployment, and Optional SQL/LDAP Back-EndsUIT Cambridge Ltd., 2008

	
		Providing a complete survey of DNS (Domain Name System) servers, this reference outlines the most suitable types of servers for varying scenarios. Addressing performance and security issues, this resource describes in detail the ideal scenarios for each server. Additional topics discussed include how DNS...
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Clinical Anesthesia Procedures of the Massachusetts General Hospital: Department of Anesthesia and Critical Care, Massachusetts General Hospital. Williams & Wilkins Handbook SeriesLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Relied on for over 20 years by resident and practicing anesthesiologists and CRNAs, this best-selling pocket reference is now in its Seventh Edition. In easy-to-scan outline format, it provides current, comprehensive, concise, consistent, and clinically relevant guidelines for anesthesia procedures throughout the preoperative,...
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Real-Time Analytics: Techniques to Analyze and Visualize Streaming DataJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Construct a robust end-to-end solution for analyzing and visualizing streaming data Real-time analytics is the hottest topic in data analytics today. In Real-Time Analytics: Techniques to Analyze and Visualize Streaming Data , expert Byron Ellis teaches data analysts technologies to build an effective real-time analytics platform. This...
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Finance for Academics: A Guide to Investment for Income (SpringerBriefs in Finance)Springer, 2012

	The purpose of this book is to provide a hands-on guide to finance and investment for academics with an objective of providing strategies to maximize income, minimize fees, and legally minimize taxes. There are many risks in finance and investment such as stock market crashes, inflation, corruption, fees and interest rates. This book stresses...
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Out of Your Comfort Zone: Breaking Boundaries for a Life Beyond LimitsFindhorn Press, 2019

	A step-by-step guide to conquering fear and creating an unstoppable mindset

	

	• Offers a customizable approach that incorporates psychological, emotional, and physical techniques to release fear, limitations, and anxiety for good

	

	• Provides a before-and-after measure of your comfort zone with the...
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China’s Domestic and International Migration Development (International Talent Development in China)Springer, 2019

	This book offers the most comprehensive, up-to-date assessment of China’s domestic and international migration. Restructuring economic development requires large numbers of educated and skilled talents, but this effort comes at a time when the size of China’s domestic workforce is shrinking. In response, both national and regional...
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